IMO-Vega

The essential tool for anyone involved in shipping

Visit: vp.imo.org/trial to access your free 2-day subscription trial
The IMO-Vega database, developed by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and DNV AS, puts all the necessary information on safety and pollution prevention requirements applicable to ships at your fingertips. Unlike other, similar, products, IMO-Vega contains historical data – including regulations which have been superseded. Version 26 builds on the success of previous versions, adding further texts and enhancing the power of the database.

The database also contains safety-related documents issued by IMO such as circulars, resolutions, etc. The application allows for search by applicable regulations according to the following criteria:

- ship type and date of build
- ship-specific conventions and codes
- certificate
- cargo type
- length and number of passengers
- gross tonnage and deadweight
- topics and trade

The database includes the latest texts (up to and including April 2022) of IMO requirements such as the following, but not limited to:

- 1974 SOLAS Convention, including 1978 and 1988 Protocols and all amendments
- 1966 Load Lines Convention, including 1988 Protocol and all amendments
- MARPOL, including all amendments
- 1978 and 1995 STCW Convention and Code, with amendments
- 1972 Collision Regulations
- 1969 Tonnage Convention
- 2004 Ballast Water Management Convention
- International Bulk Chemical (IBC) Code
- International Gas Carrier (IGC) Code
- International Safety Management (ISM) Code
- International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code
- International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code, and previous code, BC Code
- International Grain Code
- Code of Safe Practice for Cargo Stowage and Securing
- Code of Safe Practice for Ships Carrying Timber Deck Cargoes
- IMDG Code
- IAMSAR Manual, volumes I, III and III
- International Code of Signals
- International Life-Saving Appliance (LSA) Code
- MLC Maritime Labour Conventions

IMO-Vega is available as an online annual subscription (IMO product code: SVEGA)

Visit www.imo.org/publications for your local distributor